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From retailer-led events and brand-specific campaigns to sales 

promotions and experiential activity; both online and in-store. 

We’ll cover them all in our reports!

August has seen a resurgence in promotions and loyalty-based 

activity as retailers and brands begin the fight to retain customers as 

we start to navigate the cost-of-living crisis. 

Meanwhile, confectionery brands make a last bid for off shelf space 

before Grocery Multiples push ahead with HFSS rules. 

This edition takes a closer look at DIY retail but also features a 

variety of Grocery and High Street retailers.

Paul Howell

Client Growth Director

paul@altavia-hrg.com
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A Rewarding Shop!

Featuring throughout multiple 
touchpoints in store and online, ASDA’s 
focus revolved around promoting their 
rewards program and highlighting 
pounds not points.

Digital signage continued to be used 
and there were promotions galore in 
the BWS category.

Back to School rolled on from July in 
the power aisle.







Chocoholics Dream!

We saw a huge influx of Confectionary secondary siting in August, most likely a 
reaction to the incoming HFSS regulations. We also started to see branded bay 
takeovers in categories affected by HFSS.

A resurgence in on pack promotions and WIN mechanics continued throughout store 
and across multiple categories.











Lets Make an Event of It!

Sainsbury’s went big on Back to School and their 
Baby & Toddler event, pushing the value message 
and allowing brands to feature heavily. There was 
also a Pet Event at the same time.

Similarly to Tesco and Asda, a bulk and larger pack 
area featured in store as value becomes higher on 
shopper priorities.

Kellogg's had an interesting bay dedicated to pick 
and mix cereal with a carry case, however 
placement of this was poor for shoppers to access.

Mirroring the other major retailers, promotions 
were heavily back on the agenda.









Brand Blocking!

This month B&M was quiet for off shelf feature 
but we did see brands given the opportunity to 
own Gondola Ends across multiple categories.



POS Miracle!

Eye catching temporary POS from Miracle 
Gro this month forming a focal point in 
store.

Branded wall units dominated the rest of 
the store.



Even Happier Meals!

McDonald’s spent August pushing their new 
rewards programme and app. 

As we are seeing with lots of other retailers and 
brands, loyalty and promotions have accelerated 
since the cost of living crisis hit the media.



Scrubbing Up Nicely!

Innovative secondary siting and eye 
catching branded bays punctuated Boots 
stores this month.

Activity supporting the retailers New Parent 
& Baby event.



Adding Value!

M&S went heavy on promoting value with 
their REMARKSABLE VALUE campaign 
featuring throughout store. 

This was supported with cause-related 
sub messaging such as cruelty free 
and fair trade, pushing quality 
credentials.



Fun For Everyone!

Great to see lots of fun and engaging displays.

Too many toy stores have become bland 
environments with little inspiration, 
it was great to see a retailer bucking 
this trend and allowing brands to bring 
theatre and fun into store.



It’s a Deal!

BP ramped up comms around their rewards 
scheme at the peak of inflated fuel prices.

Urban Eat POS highlighted a 
Lunch Meal Deal with colourful, 
vibrant POS.



Perfect Partners!

Brands partnering for deal based 
promotions featured this month 
in CO-OP.



You’ll Fit Right In!

Peloton Shop in Shop’s have started to 
appear in John Lewis stores.

An array of Smart Home brand displays 
featured in the tech area.

Therabody and their fitness recovery 
products had a branded zone including a 
display for Pneumatic compression 
trousers.



Work Hard, Play Hard!

Back to School featured heavily in store 
with high level signage and shelf level deal 
comms.

Secondary siting for toy brands nicely 
complemented back to school ranges.

.



Looking after the Trade!

Toolstation focused media and comms on 
trade customers, promoting their Trade 
Account and the discount available for 
joining.



End of An Era!

Screwfix announced that their printed 
catalogues will soon be obsolete and will 
be replaced by touchscreen kiosks in 
store. They linked this communication, 
with messages encouraging shoppers to 
download the Screwfix app.

Other media concentrated on value and 
deals.

.



Educating Shoppers!

Lots of great education for shoppers 
displayed across B&Q. Helping the Diy-er 
to have confidence in tackling projects and 
the right tools to use.



Championing Categories!

We saw key categories, relevant to the 
season, getting large format graphics to 
highlight products, aid awareness and 
help navigation.



Celebrity Inspiration!

Wickes have started to collaborate with 
Kimberley Walsh, online. Giving 
inspiration to DIY enthusiasts.

Secondary siting branded displays and 
good use of colour coding to segment was 
spotted in the paint category.



Out and about in Watford, there was good use of 
digital screens, infinity mirrors and window 
displays to grab shoppers attention and disrupt 
their journey this month.



We hope you find the content 

of this report useful and would 

welcome any feedback. 

Alternatively, if you have any 

retailers, you would like 

included, please let us know.

With more than 30 year’s 

experience, Altavia HRG know 

how to create exciting new 

ways to connect with and 

convert shoppers.

For help or advice with your 

trickiest briefs, or if you have 

any questions please contact:

paul@altavia-hrg.com


